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Pop singer songwriter with great melodies and lyrics. Also writes songs for tv and film. CD includes the

theme song to the popular TLC tv series "A Wedding Story" 13 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, ROCK:

Acoustic Details: CHRISTOPHER CURTIS Pianist, singer, composer Chris Curtis has performed in Los

Angeles, New York, Japan, and Ireland. He has performed with Stevie Wonder and Rita Coolidge. He

opened for The Temptations at a fundraiser hosted by Willie Brown in Sacramento. As a composer he

wrote and sang the theme song for the popular Discovery Channel/The Learning Channel TV series "A

Wedding Story" as well as the songs for the Discovery Channel's "Travelers" and "On the Inside". He

wrote and sang the theme song to the Trimark Pictures film,"The Break" starring Martin Sheen. Chris was

signed to the songwriter program at Disney Animation where he composed the songs for the

in-development animated film, "Rapunzel". He also has written a musical on the life of Charlie Chaplin,

"Behind the Limelight" that the Shuberts have helped develop with a reading in New York. The CD "The

Best of our Lives" is also available at Colony Records in New York City and TowerRecords.com Learning

to fly lyrics Don't you try to tell me what to feel For the tears of this life Aren't even real I have learned the

lessons that you taught But now I need the truth that I have forgot (chorus) I'm learning to fly again

Finding that place in the sky I knew back when Learning to fly again Finding that place Deep inside To

take me home and take me back again Don't you try to tell me what to see For the visions of this world

Are what have blinded me Don't you try to tell me what to say For your many words of wisdom Have led

me astray (chorus) Don't you try to tell me that I'm wrong For I've walked your narrow roads For far to

long Don't point out the proverbs of the past For the lessons of my youth Were never built to last (chorus)

I'm learning to fly again Finding that place in the sky I knew back when Learning to fly again Finding that

place Deep inside To take me home and take me back again I'm learning to fly
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